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MOC 2017

The Mediterranean Open Championships

Overall MOC2017 Winners l-to-r Tim Robertson NZL, Sabine Hauswirth SUI, Daniel Hubmann
SUI, Helena Jansson SWE, Gustav Bergman SWE, Karolin Ohlsson SWE.

The
13th
Mediterranean
Open
Championships in Orienteering, MOC
for short, took place between the 10th 12th March. Concept Creator Gabriele
Viale ITA said it was, “An extraordinary
weekend where competitors ran inside
the art and culture of UNESCO World
Heritage Sites.” Over 600 competitors
representing 32 nations competed in

what is the biggest MOC to date.
However for many, MOC was the end of a
week of more fun Orienteering adventure
and Italian delight. There were two ‘warmup’ options. For those with a serious
competitive streak in them, the MOC
Sprint Camp in Gargano gave runners 8
trainings/races in 4 days, with high level
coaching and advice from some of the

World’s Greats, such as Janne Salmi FIN
and Emil Wingstedt SWE. It also included
a couple of IOF test races where possible
formats for the new Sprint WOC were
being tried. There was various British
success; for example in the NORT-Style
Knock-Out Sprint in Vieste and Peschici,
GBR had 3 out of 12 runners in the
Final - Strain, Jones and Crickmore. As
is common in a Knock-Out Sprint, things
were very close with seconds separating
runners in the races.
For those who enjoy the more leisurely
pace of enjoying fine Italian wine and
cuisine, as well as orienteering, the
MOC Tour was the right choice. It was
unique with visits to sites like Rome,
Capri, Ischia, Sorrento, Amalfi, Pompeii,
Vesuvio and the unforgettable Nick
Manfredi Day where everyone celebrated
his 70th birthday. We honoured him with
the first orienteering stage ever at his birth
town Savelli, in Calabria, on Thursday 9th
March. (Nick is the singer/songwriter who
brought us ‘Me & You’ - an orienteering
anthem for Orienteers around the globe.)
All orienteers then converged in Agropoli
for Stage 1 on the Friday, Paestum for
Stage 2, and Reggia di Caserta for the
Final, Stage 3.
Stage 1: Agropoli was a Night sprint
in the old town. Eventual overall winner
Helena Jansson won the women’s race
and Megan Carter-Davies MWOC was
a very impressive 4th, only 37 seconds
down. Next Brit was Tessa Strain in
10th, 73 seconds down. For the men, it
was the same story with Tim Robertson
NZL winning. Best Brit was Jonathan
Crickmore in 9th, 64 seconds down. The
British Team were on a training camp
so 5 Women and 4 Men were present.
This is what Kris
Jones had to say
on his AttackPoint
training log, “Tired
and made a hash
of #10 (dead end
and then couldn’t
see the control in
the dark losing 50s
total). Then my light
ran out of battery
(Alice Leake used
it before me and I
didn’t charge it in
the afternoon) which
made the last quarter
pretty difficult. This
meant I deserved
my
dunking
in
the Med for being
beaten by coach
Emil Wingstedt.”

British Sprint Championships
Campbell Park, Milton Keynes
Saturday 30th September 2017
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Stage 2: ‘Paestum
UNESCO
World
Heritage Site was a
major ancient Greek
city on the coast

Agropoli

Scale 1:3500, 2.5m
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June 2008, updated 2017.
Mapping by Davide Pecora
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Stage 1: Agropoli

Nicola Manfredi
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of the Tyrrhenian Sea in
It was these long sandy beaches
Magna Graecia (southern
which were to attract the Allies in
Italy). The ruins of Paestum
WWII as on September 9, 1943,
are famous for their three
Paestum was the location of
ancient Greek temples
the landing beaches of the U.S.
in the Doric order, dating
36th Infantry Division during the
from about 600 to 450 BC,
Allied invasion of Italy. German
which are in a very good
forces resisted the landings
state of preservation. The
from the outset, causing heavy
city walls and amphitheatre
fighting within and around the
are largely intact, and the
town. Combat persisted around
bottom of the walls of many
the town for nine days before
other structures remain, as
the Germans withdrew to the
well as paved roads. The
north. The Allied forces set up
site is open to the public,
their Red Cross first aid tents in,
and there is a modern
and around, the temples since
Fast Orienteering at the flat
national museum within Enjoying Paestum.
the Temples were “off limits” to
Paestum Stage 2.
it, which also contains the
bombing by both sides.’ (Source
finds from the associated Greek site of Middle Ages, and left undisturbed and - Wiki)
largely forgotten until the eighteenth The race itself was pretty special. It isn’t
Foce del Sele.
After its foundation by Greek colonists century.
every day you orienteer around ruins
under the name of Poseidonia Today the remains of the city are found in from 600BC. However the race had to be
(Ancient Greek: Ποσειδωνία) it was the modern frazione of Paestum, which voided in the end as there were too many
eventually conquered by the local is part of the comune of Capaccio in the people jumping the walls (some were
Lucanians and later the Romans. The Province of Salerno, Campania, Italy. The very low) which were forbidden to cross,
Lucanians renamed it to Paistos and the modern settlement, directly to the south with the map maybe not being as clear as
Romans gave the city its current name. of the archaeological site, is a popular it could have been. The unratified results
The town was abandoned in the Early seaside resort, with long sandy beaches. had Alive Leake SN best Brit Woman in
21st, 2:41 down and Kris Jones as best
Brit man in 9th, 70 secs down.
Alice Leake commented on her AP Log,
“Paestum - one of the coolest sprints I’ve
ever run, just not a clue what was going
on, loved it! Sadly #6 and #9 look quite
similar & I ran the wrong way round the
butterfly (5-9 instead of 5-6). Doh! Race
was voided anyway.”

Saturday
17th and
Sunday
18th June
2017

SELOC Sprints Weekend
SELOC’s fabled Sprint Event is growing to be a full
weekend in 2017, with both days counting in the
newly-revived NW Urban League

Saturday 17th June

North West Sprint Championships
Skelmersdale, Lancs
Brand new area of superbly detailed urban terrain.
Prologue and Final races for all usual BOF age classes.
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Horwich Festival of Racing
Horwich, Bolton, Greater Manchester
The usual competition, atmosphere and sheer fun
in front of the Festival crowds at this unique event
(see CompassSport September 2016 article)
A UK Urban League event
For further information:

www.seloc.org.uk
www.horwichfestivalofracing.co.uk

Stage 3: Reggia di Caserta - ‘The
Royal Palace of Caserta is a former
royal residence in Caserta, southern
Italy, constructed for the Bourbon
kings of Naples. It is one of the largest
palaces erected in Europe during the
18th century. In 1997, the palace was
designated a UNESCO World Heritage
Site; its nomination described it as “the
swan song of the spectacular art of the
Baroque, from which it adopted all the
features needed to create the illusions
of multidirectional space”. In terms of
volume, the Royal Palace of Caserta is
the largest royal residence in the world
with over 2 million m³ and covering an
area of about 235,000 m².
The Caserta Palace has been used as
a filming location in a number of movie
productions; Beautiful But Dangerous,
starring Gina Lollobrigida, in 1955 and
in the opening scenes of the film Anzio
from 1968, starring Robert Mitchum, and
Waterloo from 1970, starring Rod Steiger
and Christopher Plummer. In 1997 it
served as a filming location for Star Wars,
used as the setting for Queen Amidala’s
royal palace on Naboo in the 1999 film
Star Wars: Episode I – The Phantom
Menace. It featured again in the 2002
film Star Wars: Episode II – Attack of the
Clones as Queen Jamillia’s palace.
The same room was also used in Mission:

MOC 2017
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Stage 2: Paestum

Paestum World Heritage Site - but is this a Temple of Hera or
Athena?

Impossible III as Vatican City. In the
film, a Lamborghini car is blown up in
a square inside the palace.
The main staircase is also used in
Angels & Demons as the Vatican’s
staircase.’ (Source - Wiki)
The course was a bit of a Sprint/
Middle hybrid. Winning times were
23:42 for the Women (Sabine
Hauswirth) and 23:34 for the Men
(Daniel Hubmann). Best Brit Woman
was Alice Leake again in 24th=, 6:26
down and Kris Jones managed an
excellent second, 56 secs down.
Cat Taylor DNS’ed with this on her
AttackPoint log... “ When you miss
your race cos you couldn’t find the
largest palace in Europe.”
Jonathan Crickmore was 7th, 94
secs down and wrote this on his
AP log, “Cool race and was okay in
the forest sprint bit but losing a few
seconds then on long leg to #5, got
caught in Brambles which wasn’t fun.
Caught Gernot Kershbaumer AUT at #5
though and then overtook him about 4
times as he kept out-navigating me into
the controls. Last section was pretty easy
and tried to push hard and it hurt a lot.”
During MOC 2017, Anne Edwards TVOC/
JOK was working in the ‘MOC Media
Division’ and got a chance to interview
the living Legend who is, Jörgen
Mårtensson. If you have not heard of him
or can’t remember what he has done with
his years, the following will inform and
entertain...
Anne Edwards: You had a very long
and successful World Championships
(WOC) career. Which of your WOC
results sticks in your memory the
most, and why?
Jörgen
Mårtensson:
It
was
in
Czechoslovakia [Mariánské Lázně, now
in the Czech Republic] in 1991, and it
was my first victory after a lot of attempts.
It was a tough race in very warm weather.
It took me many years to win my first
individual medal at WOC – I first took part
in 1978, when I was 18.

Paestum

Scale 1:2500, 2m

March 2017.
Mapping by Rudy De Ferrari
Field Checking by Davide Pecora
© Agropoli Orienteering Club
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AE: What is your favourite orienteering
discipline to run?
JM: When I was active there was only
the classic and relay, until 1991 when the
short distance (middle) was added to the
WOC programme. And after we started
Park World Tour in 1996, sprint distance
was also added. Long and sprint were
my favourites and still are, but nowadays
I’m not able to run much due to knee
problems (I’m having an operation later
this year).

British
Orienteering
Accreddited
Digital & Litho
Printer

Official printing partner of the IOF

© PWT Italy

When I got the medal in
1991, after 13 years of
waiting, it was a great
feeling and the result
of a lot of training and
experience. It was also
very special because
during the same month
(August 1991) perestroika had been
happening. This was very apparent at
WOC when Sixten Sild, who took bronze
for the Soviet Union, came to the prizegiving ceremony with an Estonian flag!
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Stage 3: Reggia

Reggia di Caserta - UNESCO World Heritage
Site and the Largest Royal Residence in the
World - must cost a fortune to heat!

AE: How did you come up with the
idea for Park World Tour (PWT)?
JM: A group of people – some from
the media, some O-lovers, and me
(an athlete) – met during the Nordic
Championships in Skellefteå, Sweden, in
1995 for a “brainstorm”. We all thought it
was time to take orienteering into cities

Sponsors of the UK Urban League

Serious about Maps.
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However big or small your event, our
state-of-the-art digital presses and special
papers will ensure you the best quality as
well as a fast turnaround.
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Adobe Ilustrator and PDF and deliver our
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maps
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turnaround.
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PDF and deliver our maps throughout the UK and Europe.
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MOC winner Helena Jansson SWE
with Anne Edwards MOC Media.

and parks, to show our beautiful sport to
more people – to be more visible and to
attract more media coverage.
This led to a working group tasked with
starting a kind of park orienteering world
cup, which we named Park World Tour.
My first job was to
get a key sponsor
so that we could
hold the first one in
1996! I was lucky to
get Ericsson as our
first (and, for many
years, our main)
partner.

ORIENTEERING
MAPS

EVENT FLYERS

EVENT BANNERS
MBO MAPS
MOUNTAIN
MARATHON

01794 518518 maps@bmlprint.co.uk www.bmlprint.co.uk

AE: Do you have
an
interesting/
funny story from
a previous PWT
trip that you can
share?
JM: Park World Tour
provided a lot of vivid
memories for all
involved, and we’ve
collected
photos,
maps, and stories
from the “golden
years” that we hope
will become a book
within a couple of
years…!

JM: It was during a Park
World Tour trip to Italy in
the 90s. I had the honour
of meeting him in Alberobello,
and since then we’ve been very
good friends!

Scale 1:5000, 5m
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January 2017.
Mapping by Bernt Bjørnsgaard
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MOC Concept Maker Gabriele Viale together
with Park World Tour Founder Jörgen
Mårtensson.

AE: You pioneered the sprint distance
as part of PWT around 20 years ago what gave you the idea for this? Are
you surprised at how popular it has
become?
JM: The idea came from travelling around
the world during winter. We travelled to
Australia and New Zealand, which have
a lot of good forest orienteering, but
in the places where we stopped over,
such as Singapore and Manila, it was
best to orienteer in the parks. We were
also inspired by the city orienteering in
Venice. Peo Bengtsson did a lot of work
introducing orienteering to new countries
at that time, and it was often a type of
park/sprint orienteering that was the best
format to use.
I’m not surprised that it became popular

with both athletes and the media, but it’s
a pity that the IOF didn’t take it under
its wing when we had a very strong
position with the media and sponsors.
Consequently we lost a lot of years
of potential orienteering development
(including
development
in
forest
orienteering). FIS [the International Ski
Federation] was more alert, however.
They used our PWT manual to start up
ski-sprints in Düsseldorf, Stockholm
etc., and you can see how big sprint has
become in cross-country skiing!
AE: Some days of the MOC camp
are being used as an IOF test for the
new WOC sprint format - this must be
exciting for you?
JM: Yes, of course – it’s very interesting
and I hope they’ll have some good
experiences. Although it would be great
if they could also test other formats,
such as “night sprint”, which I think is
very fun, different, and probably also
very interesting for the media and for
spectators.
AE: How did you first meet ‘You & Me’
singing legend Nick Manfredi?

AE: Which day are you most looking
forward to at the MOC camp/tour/
championships, and why?
JM: Unfortunately I won’t be able to visit
the MOC camp, as we have a parallel
program for the MOC tour at the same
time. But the highlight for me will be
visiting a lot of new places that I haven’t
been to before, like Capri, Ischia, Agropoli,
and Paestum, and I’m looking forward to
all of them… but what I’m really looking
forward to is a place I visited many years
ago, the hometown of Nick Manfredi.
I think Savelli is an ideal place to test
your orienteering skills, and I’m sure the
atmosphere will be something else when
we go there to celebrate Nick! I also hope
the elite runners will have a chance to go
there for a high-level event in the future.
Details of the 14th MOC in the Spring of
2018 will be online at www.orienteering.
it It is likely to be the first weekend in
March, in Spain, with the final stage in
Barcelona, but check the website for
confirmation in due course.
Answers to RC#5 Regional Junior Squad
O Top photos from Pages 28 & 29
1, SEJS 2, EAJS
3, YHJS
4, SWJS 5, NWJS
6, SCOTJOS
7, NEJS 8, NIOA
9, WMJS
10, SCJS 11, EMJS
12, WJS
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